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Moravian Memoirs
The Moravian archives in Herrnhut,
Germany and Bethlehem, PA house over
65,000 memoirs or “ego-documents” of
members of the church, dating from 1750
to the present day.
There are many other smaller archives
around the world with more uncatalogued
and undigitized documents.
The corpus is an important resource for
historians of religion, gender, race,
linguists, and genealogists.
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Transcription
Desk
Built with Scripto plugin in a
WordPress frame

Challenges to Crowdsourcing Transcriptions
●

Slow, painstaking, and meticulous work

●

We need transcribers who have some facility with reading cursive; this is
becoming more difﬁcult to ﬁnd among students who might want to work on the
project

●

Crowdsourcing produces results that vary in levels of accuracy

●

Our rate of images being acquired is far exceeding the manual transcription rate
(i.e., a weeklong trip to the Archives may result in digital images for 100 memoir
documents, which equals hundreds of pages to be transcribed)

Working with
Transkribus

What is Transkribus?
●

Comprehensive platform for the automated recognition, transcription, and
searching of historical documents

●

Originally developed at University College, London; development team is now
housed at University of Innsbruck (Austria)

●

Uses predeﬁned handwriting models to machine transcribe handwritten
documents (handwritten text recognition, or HTR)

●

Users can “train” their own models, speciﬁc to the handwriting style(s) of the
documents in a corpus

●

Accuracy rates of 95% and above are possible with adequate amounts of
training data

Transkribus Workﬂows
●

Establishing a training corpus of data from the Moravian memoirs
○

Batch upload digital images to Transkribus’ servers, and match existing transcriptions
to digital images to ensure diplomatic transcriptions of the documents

●

These documents have been used to train HTR models, which can be
reconﬁgured and tweaked as necessary, with the goal of achieving a
CER (character error rate) of between 5-10%.

●

Apply HTR models to new, untranscribed documents; assess models for
best results

●

The resultant transcriptions generated by Transkribus still need to be
checked by humans, a job done by Carrie, Katie, Jess, and Morgan.

Building an HTR Model
●

Eyeballing for similar
handwriting styles to build
models - sometimes leads to
good results; sometimes not

●

Have created 30+ models,
best CER is 5.42%

●

Other models with CER of
11% or lower have performed
well against documents

Reﬁning Models
Samuel Benade memoir
First computer generated
transcription

Reﬁned Model

Room for
Improvement

Deep
Learning:
Making HTR
a reality

What is
deep learning?

AIan Turing

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Alan-Turing

Human Learning vs. Machine Learning
We study

We take an exam

DOG
DOG

We assess our
performance

We (hopefully) makes adjustments
if performance is low!

72% of 1000 images correct

Machine Learning
A ML algorithm:
“Learns” about your data
identiﬁes key features in your data that
distinguish between different labels

Data… and LOTS of it!
More importantly,
“labeled” data

Program that can
automate labeling
of data

And the list goes on…

https://www.datanami.com/2018/09/05/how-to-build-a-better-machine-learning-pipeline/

Learning curve

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Traces-of-training-and-validation-accuracy-top-and-loss-bottom-during-training_fig4_319952138

AI → Machine Learning → Deep Learning

https://developer.nvidia.com/deep-learning

The rise of “deep” learning
“Deep learning is getting lots
of attention lately and for
good reason. It’s achieving
results that were not
possible before.” Mathworks.com
Facial recognition

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR)

Autonomous driving
Image restoration

https://www.rsipvision.com/deep-learning-for-ocr/

Automatic feature extraction

3
A deep learning model learns
key “features” of the input
that distinguish between
labels
https://mc.ai/tutorial-1-mnist-the-hello-world-of-deep-learning/
https://towarddatascience.com

“Deep” learning - The take away
●

Traditional machine learning:
○
○

Great on smaller, well-deﬁned classiﬁcation / regression problems from structured data
Limited results on large, high-dimensional, unstructured data
■

○

●

Often requires substantial time to prepare / reduce data so that methods could learn

Deep learning
○
○

●

Image, audio, video, time series, etc.

Works with complex, high-dimensional, large datasets
Works with unstructured data

Deep learning - there is no free lunch
○
○

Computational costs can be huge
LOTS of data required to perform well

HTR: Handwritten Text Recognition

Transkribus developers leverage deep learning to create a series of HTR models

The Transkribus pipeline

https://read.transkribus.eu/

Transkribus live demo

Challenges

●

Transkribus
○

○

●

Supplies only one English handwriting model, which was
created based on a corpus of materials with one single
handwriting style
User is also allowed to train their own models

For Moravian Lives Project?
○
○
○
○
○

Not all images are “clean”!
Inconsistent digitizing (using a smartphone camera!)
Artifacts from bleedthrough, poor image quality, paper
decomposition from age, etc.
The default Transkribus English handwriting model is
not a good match with the majority of our documents
Scribes can often exhibit substantially different script
styles

Challenges
Poor image quality

Challenges
Unique handwriting style

Improving the HTR models
A model that is built on handwriting that is representative of
samples from the Moravian Lives project will perform better than
the default English model, which is built from only one handwriting
PROVEN! But, can we do even better?
A model built from highly similar
handwriting should perform even better than a single, broadly
trained model
QUESTION: How can we identify similar handwriting?

Scribe identiﬁcation?
●
●

●

We do not know the identity of the scribe for
for every memoir in the Fulneck corpus
Human intervention?

Our approach:
○ We made an assumption on a handful of
examples from the same memoir that
they also used the same scribe

Auto identiﬁcation of the scribe
Hypothesis: Developing a model to predict the scribe can prove that deep learning
can distinguish between handwriting styles.
How? Get good, high quality handwriting examples from different scribes, and train a
deep learning model!
1.
2.

Improve the selection of handwriting on each image to eliminate artifacts not
representing handwriting
Create small, random “patches” representing snippets of script from different
scribes
○
○
○

Why? We don’t care about the text, only the style of the handwriting.
These are our input into a model
Output? The scribe

Generate and train a dataset
●

We have images from different memoirs.
○

●
●

For every image, generate random patches of same size
Patches are ﬁltered to maximize the likelihood of capturing ONLY patches that
contain text.
○
○

●

Divide the images from each memoirs for training and testing

Filtered using the standard deviation to determine if a patch is mostly the same color
(probably no writing) or different colors (probably writing)
Currently working on better ways to generate patches

Classify these patches and train the model

Example Patches

Example Patches (continued)

Model is trained from 300 patches per memoir using 6
memoirs

For a new image, select 15 random patches from the
image

For any image, the scribe with the most predictions
over all patches wins the prediction!

Prediction Table
Prediction for the test images
of each memoir.

Prediction Visualized

Prediction Visualized

The bottom graph shows an incorrect
prediction.

Prediction Results

Challenges

Outputs &
Next Steps

What happens after transcription?
●

Batch export of TEI-compliant XML, raw TXT, and keyword searchable PDFs
directly from Transkribus

●

Documents housed in GitHub repository

●

Semantic and text analysis

●

Automated entity extraction (XSLT)

●

Building personography and placeography

●

Working toward digital editions

●

. . . and more possibilities!

Linking
Entities
Using Palladio to
visualize person-person
networks
Extracted persName
entities from the Fulneck
collection
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What have we learned?
●

The value of interdisciplinary, collaborative work

●

The value of having undergraduate students work as research assistants - they
each bring their own skills and interests and can help further develop parts of
the project

●

Progress on creating English-language models is informing our work developing
German script models

●

Beneﬁts of multiple project management tools (Trello, GitHub, Google Apps,
Slack)

Questions?
Moravian Lives: http://moravianlives.org/
Moravian Lives - Transcribed Memoirs: http://moravianlives.scholar.bucknell.edu/
Transkribus: https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/
Moravian Lives GitHub: https://github.com/moravianlives/ML
Project Contacts:
● Katherine Faull (PI): faull@bucknell.edu (@KatherineFaull)
● Carrie Pirmann (Transkribus): carrie.pirmann@bucknell.edu (@librariancarrie)
● Brian King (Machine Learning): brian.king@bucknell.edu (@bkingcs)
● Bhagawat Acharya ‘20 (Algorithm Development): ba017@bucknell.edu

